AMHA EASTERN REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
JULY 16-18, 2021

Class 1 YOUTH OBSTACLE DRIVING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  5

CHAMPION   BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
            Shown by EVAN MANNING

RESERVE    HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
            Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

3rd         TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
            Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

4th         KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS
            Shown by EVAN MANNING

5th         MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
            Shown by EVAN MANNING

Class 2 YOUTH OBSTACLE DRIVING - 12 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  4

CHAMPION   SOUTHERN CRYSTALS BALMY BREEZE
            Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

RESERVE    MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
            Shown by AVA LOONEY
3rd  MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
    Shown by ELLA GRAN

4th  KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS
    Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

Class 3 AMATEUR OBSTACLE DRIVING
Number in class 3

CHAMPION  ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
    Shown by AUTUMN NELSON

RESERVE  R BAR CS HES WELL RED
    Shown by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI

3rd  TIMELESS GUN HO 2 SHOW
    Shown by FAYE BREWSTER

Class 4 OPEN OBSTACLE DRIVING
Number in class 4

CHAMPION  HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
    Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE  ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
    Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

3rd  TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

4th  R BAR CS HES WELL RED
Owned by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI OR LYNN GULLEDGE OR Y MOONEY

Class 5 THREE & FOUR-YEAR-OLD SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  0

Class 6 AMATEUR ROADSTER
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  DSB ZORROS SPLASHING SENORITA
Shown by DEBBIE MEEK

RESERVE  LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA
Shown by MARYANNE MACK

3rd  OATMEAL ACRES HE WILL DO4U
Shown by ZOE LAURER

4th  VINTAGE FARMS ONE LAST DANCE
Shown by PHIL ABBOTT

5th  ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
Shown by AUTUMN NELSON
Class 7 AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE MARES

Number in class 11

CHAMPION       CARRERA HILLS DESERT ROSE
Shown by ZOE LAURER

RESERVE        TOP OF THE MEADOW PRIM AND PROPER
Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY

3rd            HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT
Shown by BRANDE RHODES

4th            OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA
Shown by MONICA LIMONCELLI

5th            REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS
Shown by TODD NAUMAN

6th            TEN LS SAFARIS JEWELL OF JASMINE
Shown by BELINDA HARTER

7th            TIMELESS BREATHELESS DESIRES
Shown by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI

8th            TEN LS SHEEZ MY DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
Shown by RHONDA PARKER

9th            TEN LS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
Shown by JULIE GOOD
10th  DSB ZORROS SPLASHING SENORITA  
  Shown by ANDY MEEK

Class 8 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED STOCK-TYPE MARES
Number in class  6

CHAMPION  CARRERA HILLS DESERT ROSE  
  Shown by ZOE LAURER

RESERVE  DSB BUFFS SABRINA  
  Shown by KELLY LEWIS

3rd  OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA  
  Shown by MONICA LIMONCELLI

4th  TEN LS SHEEZ MY DIAMOND IN THE BUFF  
  Shown by RHONDA PARKER

5th  REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS  
  Shown by TODD NAUMAN

6th  TEN LS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF  
  Shown by JULIE GOOD

Class 9 AMATEUR SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  5
CHAMPION  RAVENWOOD THESE CHIPS ARE WICKED
    Shown by RENEE ANDERSON

RESERVE   ALOHA MINI ROCK HOT AND UNDENIABLE
    Shown by DENISE HARDESTY

3rd  FROST HILL BUFFS PISTOL ANNIE
    Shown by ASHLYNN RANDOLPH

4th  TOMF TIME TO PERFECTION
    Shown by MICHAEL CONNOLLY

5th  DSB ELEGANCE IN THE BUFF
    Shown by ABIGAIL LAURIA

Class 10 AMATEUR SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  TVS SAFARIS CRIMSON ROSE
    Shown by BELINDA HARTER

Class 11 AMATEUR SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  6

CHAMPION  JSW PRIME TIMES MISS JULIETTE
    Shown by JONATHAN WHITT
RESERVE
SRF HEIRRISISTABLE
Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY

3rd
INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DANCE
Shown by JOSEPH BAIRD

4th
WINNING STREAKS CHERISHED LEGACY
Shown by ZOE LAURER

5th
IONA FARMS SHE MUST BEE MAGIC
Shown by GORDON HARRIS

6th
IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
Shown by BONNIE HARRIS

Class 12 AMATEUR SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER

Number in class  1

CHAMPION
JSW PRIME TIMES MISS NIGHTINGALE
Shown by JONATHAN WHITT

Class 13 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 1

Number in class  2

CHAMPION
HOPKINS PC PHOEBE
Shown by SARAH MURRAY
RESERVE     DSB ELEGANCE IN THE BUFF
            Shown by ABIGAIL LAURIA

Class 14 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR MARES - LEVEL 2
Number in class 4

CHAMPION     SRF HEIRRISISTABLE
            Shown by WESLEY SLOBODY

RESERVE     WINNING STREAKS CHERISHED LEGACY
            Shown by ZOE LAURER

3rd         DSB ARIES BLUE MOON
            Shown by SHANNA CROWE

4th         IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
            Shown by BONNIE HARRIS

Class 15 YOUTH CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 3

CHAMPION     LITTLE KINGS BUCKIN FAMOUS
            Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE     BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
            Shown by EVAN MANNING
Class 16 YOUTH CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  TOMF DANCING IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Shown by KINLEY PRITT

RESERVE   MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
Shown by AVA LOONEY

3rd        OCEANSEAST OF EDEN
Shown by JORDAN HENRICH

4th        MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
Shown by ELLA GRAN

Class 17 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING GELDINGS
Number in class  2

CHAMPION   LITTLE PEGASUS CRUISE CONTROL
Owned by MATTHEW GEORGE

RESERVE    FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS CF
Owned by MALITTA KNAUT AND KRISTINA SLOBODY
Class 18 SENIOR MARES - OVER 32" TO 34"

Number in class 8

CHAMPION ALOHA ACRES SHE LITES IT UP
Owned by LOGAN WELLS

RESERVE INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DREAM
Owned by JONATHAN WHITT

3rd INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DANCE
Owned by BRAD OR DEBRA HOPKINS

4th ALOHA MINI ROCK HOT AND UNDENIABLE
Owned by LONNIE OR DENISE HARDESTY

5th WINNING STREAKS CHERISHED LEGACY
Owned by ZOE LAURER

6th FROST HILL BUFFS PISTOL ANNIE
Owned by JOANN RANDOLPH OR ASHLYNN RANDOLPH

7th OCEANSEAST OF EDEN
Owned by KATHLEEN GREEN OR JENNIFER ZONGHETTI

8th IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS
Class 19 SENIOR MARES - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  7

CHAMPION  RAVENWOOD THESE CHIPS ARE WICKED
  Owned by RENEE ANDERSON/LESSEE

RESERVE   SRF HEIRRIStABLE
  Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

3rd       JSW PRIME TIMES MISS JULIETTE
  Owned by JONATHAN WHITT

4th       IONA FARMS SHE MUST BEE MAGIC
  Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

5th       TOMF TIME TO PERFECTION
  Owned by DIANNE CONNOLLY

6th       DSB ARIES BLUE MOON
  Owned by SHERRY H CROWE

7th       HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
  Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

Class 20 SENIOR MARES - OVER 28" TO 30"
Number in class  2
CHAMPION  JSW PRIME TIMES MISS NIGHTINGALE
   Owned by JONATHAN WHITT

RESERVE  TVS SAFARIS CRIMSON ROSE
   Owned by ROBERT OR BELINDA HARTER

Class 21 SENIOR MARES - 28" AND UNDER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  SRF PRETTY HEIR
   Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

RESERVE  CHERISH THE MAGIC OF LTDS
   Owned by JOSHTON DOLAN

Class 22 OPEN STOCK-TYPE MARES
Number in class  8

CHAMPION  CARRERA HILLS DESERT ROSE
   Owned by ZOE LAURER

RESERVE  TOP OF THE MEADOW PRIM AND PROPER
   Owned by DIANNE CONNOLLY OR KRISTINA SLOBODY

3rd  TEN LS SAFARIS JEWELL OF JASMINE
   Owned by ROB OR BELINDA HARTER
4th        OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA
Owned by MONICA LIMONCELLI/LESSEE

5th        AZARIAHS RAGTIME DANCIN IN THE DARK
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

6th        OURFARMS TINYS HALEY
Owned by RHONDA PARKER

7th        REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS
Owned by TODD OR MELISSA NAUMAN

8th        TVS EXCALIBARS ELEGANCE BY ORION
Owned by ROBERT OR BELINDA HARTER

Class 23 LADIES CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING

Number in class 12

CHAMPION        TOP OF THE MEADOW PRIM AND PROPER
Owned by DIANNE CONNOLLY OR KRISTINA SLOBODY

RESERVE        ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU
Owned by LINDA OR SARAH MURRAY

3rd        TOMF DANCING IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Owned by PHILIP ABBOTT

4th        DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER
Owned by SHERRY H CROWE

5th HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT
Owned by BRANDE RHODES/LESSEE

6th VERSATILITY FARMS ENERGIZER
Owned by PAM BARHORST

7th JSW ZORROS WINNING COLORS
Owned by MATTHEW GEORGE OR PAM WEISGERBER

8th BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA
Owned by MICHELE BRAUNING

9th ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

10th JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

Class 24 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING STALLIONS
Number in class 1

CHAMPION CENTURY FARMS BEAUX BAILEY
Owned by STEVE OR PAMELA AVANS

Class 25 THREE & FOUR YEAR-OLD COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  7

CHAMPION    DSB ZORROS SPLASHING SENORITA
            Owned by DEBBIE OR ANDY MEEK

RESERVE     VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
            Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS

3rd         DSB ZORROS I DOUBLEDARE YA
            Owned by DEBBIE OR ANDY MEEK

4th         GREAT ESCAPES MR IMPRESSIVELY RED
            Owned by CAROL GLATFELTER

5th         GRF ROCK YOU LIKE A HURRICANE
            Owned by TERRI L OR RICK PAUL

6th         IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
            Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

7th         VERSATILITY FARMS ON POINT
            Owned by PAM BARHORST

Class 26 YOUTH JUMPER - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class:  7

CHAMPION    MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
            Shown by EVAN MANNING
RESERVE  ALOHA BSPORTHILL REMEMBER THE LITE
Shown by EVAN MANNING

3rd  HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

4th  BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
Shown by EVAN MANNING

4th  TWFS MOONLITE PLAYBOY
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

6th  CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
Shown by BELLA WALKER

6th  KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS
Shown by EVAN MANNING

Class 27 YOUTH JUMPER - 12 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class: 4

CHAMPION  MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
Shown by ELLA GRAN

Class 28 AMATEUR JUMPER
Number in class: 3

CHAMPION  STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN
Shown by KELLY LEWIS

Class 29 OPEN JUMPER
Number in class: 6

CHAMPION  IONA EXCALIBUR
Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

RESERVE  STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN
Owned by KELLY OR STEVE LEWIS

3rd  TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

4th  DSB BUFFS SABRINA
Owned by KELLY LEWIS

5th  HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

Class 31 CARRIAGE DRIVING PLEASURE (NON-RATED)
Number in class 7

CHAMPION  SRF REFLECTION
Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

RESERVE  VERMILYEA FARMS MISTER HOLLYWOOD
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD OR AUSTIN GOOD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Owner(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>VERSATILITY FARMS ENERGIZER</td>
<td>Owned by PAM BARHORST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT</td>
<td>Owned by AUTUMN NELSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>JONES 2 GRANDE 2 BOOGIE</td>
<td>Owned by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI OR LYNN GULLEDGE OR Y MOONEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>TIMELESS BREATHELESS DESIRES</td>
<td>Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE &amp; M DUCHNOWSKI &amp; Y MOONEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>TIMELESS GUN HO 2 SHOW</td>
<td>Owned by FAYE BREWSTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class 32 CARRIAGE DRIVING WORKING (NON-RATED)
Number in class 7

**CHAMPION**  SRF REFLECTION  
Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

**RESERVE**  VERSATILITY FARMS ENERGIZER  
Owned by PAM BARHORST

3rd  ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT  
Owned by AUTUMN NELSON
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Horse Name</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>TIMELESS BREATLESS DESIRES</td>
<td>LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE &amp; M DUCHNOWSKI &amp; Y MOONEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>JONES 2 GRANDE 2 BOOGIE</td>
<td>MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI OR LYNN GULLEDGE OR Y MOONEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>TIMELESS GUN HO 2 SHOW</td>
<td>FAYE BREWSTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>VERMILYEA FARMS MISTER HOLLYWOOD</td>
<td>JULIE ANN GOOD OR AUSTIN GOOD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Class 33 LADIES ROADSTER
Number in class 3

**CHAMPION**  FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS CF
Owned by MALITTA KNAUT AND KRISTINA SLOBODY

**RESERVE**   ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

Class 35 YOUTH VERSATILITY - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 3

**CHAMPION**  CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
Shown by BELLA WALKER

**RESERVE**   HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

3rd  BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
      Shown by EVAN MANNING

Class 36 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  CHANCES LITTLE WHISTLE BLOWER
      Shown by JASON ALT

Results for Class 37 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  LOVETT FARMS ZODIACS HIGHCLASS
      Shown by JILLIAN LOVETT

RESERVE   TEN LS SPANK ME FIRST
      Shown by DENISE HARDESTY

Class 38 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  DVM TROU MIA ZAHARA
      Shown by NICOLE PEARSSALL
RESERVE  HOPKINS SURREAL CASSATT  
Shown by JOSEPH BAIRD

3rd  IONA FARMS BRANDY ALEXANDER  
Shown by GORDON HARRIS

Class 39 AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  5

CHAMPION  DVM MY FAVORITE CRUSH  
Shown by NICOLE PEARSSALL

RESERVE  JSW PRIME TIMES QUEEN BEA  
Shown by JONATHAN WHITT

3rd  IONA CARMINE ELECTRA  
Shown by BONNIE HARRIS

4th  RAYVIK JOCOS MISS DELIGHT  
Shown by DAWN HENRICH

5th  J&LS BELLA ALANA TURNIN ON THE HEAT  
Shown by LAVONNE REARDON

Class 40 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 1
Number in class  2
CHAMPION  LOVETT FARMS ZODIACS HIGHCLASS
Shown by JILLIAN LOVETT

RESERVE  CHANCES LITTLE WHISTLE BLOWER
Shown by JASON ALT

Class 41 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR MARE - LEVEL 2
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  DSB ARIES SKY BLUE
Shown by SHANNA CROWE

RESERVE  J&LS BELLA ALANA TURNIN ON THE HEAT
Shown by LAVONNE REARDON

3rd  IONA FARMS BRANDY ALEXANDER
Shown by GORDON HARRIS

Class 42 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class  6

CHAMPION  DSB STORM CHASER
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

RESERVE  LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA
Owned by MARYANNE MACK OR HALIEGH MANSFIELD
3rd CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
Owned by LISA BROSTAD OR BELLA WALKER

4th TEN LS TOTALLY BUFF
Owned by LAVONNE OR JAMES REARDON

5th VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS

6th IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

Class 43 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - 32" & UNDER
Number in class  4

CHAMPION CEDAR VALLEYS HOT SHOT
Owned by TERRI L OR RICK PAUL

RESERVE GANDER HILL CALIFORNIA COVER GIRL
Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & YVETTE MOONEY

3rd GREAT ESCAPES MR IMPRESSIVELY RED
Owned by CAROL GLATFELTER

4th VERSATILITY FARMS ON POINT
Owned by PAM BARHORST
Class 44 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED ROADSTER
Number in class 2

CHAMPION       VINTAGE FARMS ONE LAST DANCE
               Shown by KINLEY PRITT

RESERVE       HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
               Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

Class 45 GENTLEMENS CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class 3

CHAMPION       DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER
               Owned by SHERRY H CROWE

RESERVE       JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
               Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

3rd           IONA FARMS FLYING COLORS
               Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

Class 46 SOLID COLOR MARES
Number in class 13

CHAMPION       TEN LS SHEEZ MY DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
               Owned by RHONDA PARKER
RESERVE     TEN LS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF
           Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

3rd        TVS SOPHISTICATED LADY IN THE BUFF
           Owned by DENISE HARDESTY

4th        IONA FARMS SHE MUST BEE MAGIC
           Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

5th        DSB ARIES SKY BLUE
           Owned by SHERRY OR SHANNA CROWE

6th        SRF PRETTY HEIR
           Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

7th        DSB ARIES BLUE MOON
           Owned by SHERRY H CROWE

8th        REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS
           Owned by TODD OR MELISSA NAUMAN

9th        SRF REFLECTION
           Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

10th       TIMELESS TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE HEART
           Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & M DUCHNOWSKI & F BREWSTER
Class 47 MULTI-COLOR MARES

Number in class 6

CHAMPION
TEN LS SAFARIS JEWELL OF JASMINE
Owned by ROB OR BELINDA HARTER

RESERVE
OURFARMS TINYS HALEY
Owned by RHONDA PARKER

3rd
HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

4th
J&LS BELLA ALANA TURNIN ON THE HEAT
 Owned by LAVONNE OR JAMES REARDON

5th
 CHERISH THE MAGIC OF LTDS
Owned by JOSHTON DOLAN

6th
CHANCES LITTLE WHISTLE BLOWER
Owned by JASON ALT

Class 48 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED MARES - 18 YEARS & UNDER

Number in class 2

CHAMPION
DSB ELEGANCE IN THE BUFF
Shown by RUBY FAULKNER

RESERVE
HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Class 49 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR MARE - 7 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  SRF HEIRRISISTABLE
Shown by MORGAN JURY

RESERVE   RAVENWOOD THESE CHIPS ARE WICKED
Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

Class 50 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR MARE - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  ALOHA ACRES SHE LITES IT UP
Shown by LOGAN WELLS

Class 51 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR MARE - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  OCEANSEAST OF EDEN
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE   DSB ELEGANCE IN THE BUFF
Shown by RUBY FAULKNER
3rd ALOHA BSPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE
Shown by EVAN MANNING

Class 52 YOUTH STOCK-TYPE MARES
Number in class 3

CHAMPION HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT
Shown by LOGAN WELLS

RESERVE AZARIAHS RAGTIME DANCIN IN THE DARK
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

3rd DSB BUFFS SABRINA
Shown by ROZLYN SCHICK

Class 53 YOUTH SPECIAL NEEDS EXHIBITING A MARE OR GELDING
Number in class 1

CHAMPION ALOHA BSPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE
Shown by EVAN MANNING

Class 54 AMATEUR COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 1
Number in class 8

CHAMPION LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA
Shown by MARYANNE MACK
RESERVE  DOUBLE DIAMONDS INFERNO ATTITUDE  
Shown by MATTHEW GEORGE  

3rd  OATMEAL ACRES HE WILL DO4U  
Shown by ZOE LAURER  

4th  GANDER HILL CALIFORNIA COVER GIRL  
Shown by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE  

5th  R BAR CS HES WELL RED  
Shown by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI  

6th  VERSATILITY FARMS ON POINT  
Shown by PAM BARHORST  

7th  GREAT ESCAPES MR IMPRESSIVELY RED  
Shown by CAROL GLATFELTER  

8th  CEDAR VALLEYS HOT SHOT  
Shown by TERRI PAUL  

Class 55 AMATEUR COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 2  
Number in class  9  

CHAMPION  SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE CKM  
Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY
RESERVE        CLASSIC VIEWS PHANTOM SCOUT
            Shown by SHERRY CROWE

3rd            DSB STORM CHASER
            Shown by JULIE GOOD

4th            PHANTOM SCOUT OF CLASSIC VIEW
            Shown by SCOTT BURDETTE

5th            DSB ZORROS SPLASHING SENORITA
            Shown by ANDY MEEK

6th            DSB ZORROS I DOUBLEDARE YA
            Shown by DEBBIE MEEK

7th            CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
            Shown by LISA BROSTAD

8th            TEN LS TOTALLY BUFF
            Shown by LAVONNE REARDON

9th            IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
            Shown by BONNIE HARRIS

Class 56 YOUTH REINSMANSHIP - 8-18 YEARS
            Number in class 3

CHAMPION        TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE   MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
Shown by EVAN MANNING

3rd        MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
Shown by AVA LOONEY

Class 57 AMATEUR JUNIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1
Number in class  3

CHAMPION   DVM TROU AMERICAN GANGZSTER
Shown by HEATHER SALISBURY

RESERVE   ADMIRALS TRILOGY
Shown by DENISE HARDESTY

3rd        FROST HILL TALK DERBY TO ME
Shown by SARAH MURRAY

Class 58 AMATEUR JUNIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 2
Number in class  3

CHAMPION   DVM NEVADAS TROU GRANDE FINALE
hown by NICOLE PEARSELL

RESERVE   HOPKINS SURREAL KHAL DROGO
Shown by JOSEPH BAIRD

3rd        JSW ROYAL CATCH
            Shown by JONATHAN WHITT

Class 59 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       ADMIIRALS TRILOGY
            Shown by DENISE HARDESTY

Class 61 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class 13

CHAMPION        DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER
            Shown by SHERRY CROWE

RESERVE          CHANCE OF GOLDS REGAL BUFF
            Shown by MATTHEW GEORGE

3rd        HOPKINS PC PHOEBE
            Shown by SARAH MURRAY

4th        VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION
            Shown by ZOE LAURER

5th        JSW ZORROS WINNING COLORS
Shown by PAMELA WEISGERBER

6th  OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA
  Shown by MONICA LIMONCELLI

7th  IONA FARMS FLYING COLORS
  Shown by GORDON HARRIS

8th  ICF TAKE A CHANCE ON ME
  Shown by ASHLYNN RANDOLPH

9th  REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS
  Shown by TODD NAUMAN

10th DSB BUFFS SABRINA
  Shown by KELLY LEWIS

Class 62 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  TOMF DANCING IN THE SPOTLIGHT
  Shown by KINLEY PRITT

RESERVE  HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
  Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

Class 63 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR MARE
REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  DVM MY FAVORITE CRUSH
 Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  JSW PRIME TIMES MISS JULIETTE
 Owned by JONATHAN WHITT

Class 64 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SENIOR MARE

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  ALOHA ACRES SHE LITES IT UP
 Owned by LEE CRUTCHFIELD OR KRISTINA SLOBODY

RESERVE
CHAMPION  RAVENWOOD THESE CHIPS ARE WICKED
 Owned by RENEE ANDERSON/LESSEE

Class 65 LIBERTY
Number in class 30
CHAMPION
  STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN
  Owned by KELLY OR STEVE LEWIS

RESERVE
  SRF REFLECTION
  Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

3rd
  CEDAR VALLEYS HOT SHOT
  Owned by TERRI L OR RICK PAUL

4th
  DSB ZORROS BAD TO THE BONE
  Owned by DEBBIE OR ANDY MEEK

5th
  IONA FARMS SHE MUST BEE MAGIC
  Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

6th
  VERMILYEA FARMS MISTER HOLLYWOOD
  Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD OR AUSTIN GOOD

7th
  BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
  Owned by ELAINE OR STEPHEN SULSER OR K MANNING OR P CRUMBLY

8th
  ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU
  Owned by LINDA OR SARAH MURRAY

9th
  VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
  Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS

10th
  JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
  Owned by DAWN M HENRICH
Class 66 YOUTH HALTER OBSTACLE - 13-18 YEARS

Number in class  5

CHAMPION        HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
                Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE         BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
                Shown by EVAN MANNING

3rd             KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS
                Shown by EVAN MANNING

4th             ALOHA BSPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE
                Shown by EVAN MANNING

Class 67 YOUTH HALTER OBSTACLE - 12 YEARS & UNDER

Number in class  5

CHAMPION        SOUTHERN CRYSTALS BALMY BREEZE
                Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

RESERVE         BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
                Shown by DIANA GELLER

3rd             KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS
                Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON
4th          MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
            Shown by AVA LOONEY

5th          MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
            Shown by ELLA GRAN

Class 68 AMATEUR HALTER OBSTACLE

Number in class  7

CHAMPION      JONES 2 GRANDE 2 BOOGIE
            Shown by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI

RESERVE       JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
            Shown by DAWN HENRICH

3rd           HOPKINS PC PHOEBE
            Shown by SARAH MURRAY

4th           ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
            Shown by AUTUMN NELSON

5th           R BAR CS HES WELL RED
            Shown by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI

6th           TIMELESS GUN HO 2 SHOW
            Shown by FAYE BREWSTER
7th OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA
Shown by MONICA LIMONCELLI

Class 69 OPEN HALTER OBSTACLE
Number in class 6

CHAMPION HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE JONES 2 GRANDE 2 BOOGIE
Owned by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI OR LYNN GULLEDGE OR Y MOONEY

3rd R BAR CS HES WELL RED
Owned by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI OR LYNN GULLEDGE OR Y MOONEY

4th ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

5th TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

6th TIMELESS PASSIONATE DESIRES
Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & YVETTE MOONEY

Class 70 AMATEUR VERSATILITY
Number in class 8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 71 THREE &amp; FOUR-YEAR-OLD CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number in class 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Champion</th>
<th>CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS</td>
<td>Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION</td>
<td>Shown by ZOE LAURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSW OPTIMUS PRIME</td>
<td>Shown by DAWN HENRICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA</td>
<td>Shown by MARYANNE MACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS</td>
<td>Shown by TODD NAUMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT</td>
<td>Shown by AUTUMN NELSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMELESS GUN HO 2 SHOW</td>
<td>Shown by FAYE BREWSTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Champion</th>
<th>CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOPKINS PC PEPERMINT</td>
<td>Owned by BRANDE RHODES/LESSEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve</th>
<th>CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHAMPION</td>
<td>CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Owned by SHERRY H CROWE

3rd  SRF HEIRRISISTABLE
Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

4th  JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

5th  HOPKINS PC PHOEBE
Owned by SARAH OR LINDA MURRAY

6th  DSB BUFFS SABRINA
Owned by KELLY LEWIS

7th  OCEANSEAST OF EDEN
Owned by KATHLEEN GREEN OR JENNIFER ZONGHETTI

8th  AZARIAHS RAGTIME DANCIN IN THE DARK
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

Class 72 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING MARES
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  DSB ZORROS SPLASHING SENORITA
Owned by DEBBIE OR ANDY MEEK

RESERVE  GANDER HILL CALIFORNIA COVER GIRL
Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & YVETTE MOONEY
3rd  IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
    Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

4th  CALDWELLS TOO HOT TO HANDLE
    Owned by KRISTINA OR ROGER SLOBODY

Class 73 AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS
Number in class 8

CHAMPION  LFS SIGNATURES SIMPLY JUSTIFIED
    Shown by JILLIAN LOVETT

RESERVE  BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA
    Shown by MICHELE BRAUNING

3rd  LITTLE KINGS BUCKIN FAMOUS
    Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY

4th  CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
    Shown by LISA BROSTAD

5th  OATMEAL ACRES HE WILL DO4U
    Shown by ZOE LAURER

6th  DSB ZORROS BAD TO THE BONE
    Shown by SHANNA CROWE
7th        ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT  
            Shown by AUTUMN NELSON

8th        TIMELESS GUN HO 2 SHOW  
            Shown by FAYE BREWSTER

Class 74 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION    LFS SIGNATURES SIMPLY JUSTIFIED  
            Shown by JILLIAN LOVETT

RESERVE     DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER  
            Shown by SHERRY CROWE

3rd         R BAR CS HES WELL RED  
            Shown by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI

4th         ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT  
            Shown by AUTUMN NELSON

Class 75 AMATEUR SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  3

CHAMPION    ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU  
            Shown by SARAH MURRAY
RESERVE   DVM PASOS UPTOWN FUNK  
Shown by PAUL PICKWORTH

3rd DSB CHILLIN IN THE BUFF  
Shown by ABIGAIL LAURIA

Class 77 AMATEUR SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  4

CHAMPION COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS  
Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY

RESERVE JSW EPICS POLISHED BRASS  
Shown by JONATHAN WHITT

3rd JSW OPTIMUS PRIME  
Shown by DAWN HENRICH

4th VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION  
Shown by ZOE LAURER

Class 79 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 1
Number in class  2

CHAMPION ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU  
Shown by SARAH MURRAY
RESERVE   DSB CHILLIN IN THE BUFF  
Shown by ABIGAIL LAURIA

Class 80 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR GELDINGS - LEVEL 2  
Number in class  1

CHAMPION   VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION  
Shown by ZOE LAURER

Class 82 YOUTH VERSATILITY - 12 YEARS & UNDER  
Number in class  4

CHAMPION   KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS  
Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

RESERVE   MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS  
Shown by AVA LOONEY

3rd   MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT  
Shown by ELLA GRAN

4th   BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY  
Shown by DIANA GELLER

Class 83 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING STALLIONS  
Number in class  8
CHAMPION  VICTORIAN ROSE HOT ROD BAILEY  
Owned by STEVE OR PAMELA AVANS

RESERVE   DSB STORM CHASER  
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

3rd        LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA  
Owned by MARYANNE MACK OR HALIEGH MANSFIELD

4th        DSB ZORROS I DOUBLEDARE YA  
Owned by DEBBIE OR ANDY MEEK

5th        CLASSIC VIEWS PHANTOM SCOUT  
Owned by DEBBIE MEEK OR SHERRY CROWE

6th        TEN LS TOTALLY BUFF  
Owned by LAVONNE OR JAMES REARDON

7th        GREAT ESCAPES MR IMPRESSIVELY RED  
Owned by CAROL GLATFELTER

8th        CLARUTHS PHOENIX RISING  
Owned by SONNIE ANDERSON

Class 84 OPEN STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS  
Number in class  3
CHAMPION  BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA
  Owned by MICHELE BRAUNING

RESERVE   CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
  Owned by LISA BROSTAD OR BELLA WALKER

3rd       ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
  Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

Class 85 SENIOR GELDINGS - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  BUCKEYE WCF NEON RAINBOW
  Owned by S LEE CRUTCHFIELD

RESERVE   COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS
  Owned by ROGER OR KRISTINA OR WESLEY SLOBODY

3rd       VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION
  Owned by ZOE LAURER

4th        JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
  Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

Class 86 SENIOR GELDINGS - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  4
CHAMPION  JSW EPICS POLISHED BRASS
          Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

RESERVE  BEAR BRANCH WARPAINT FEATHER
          Owned by KRISTINA SLOBODY OR CLINTON JURY

3rd      DVM PASOS UPTOWN FUNK
          Owned by PAUL PICKWORTH

4th      DSB CHILLIN IN THE BUFF
          Owned by KAREN ABIGAIL LAURIA

Class 87 SENIOR GELDINGS - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
          Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

Class 88 ADULT SPECIAL NEEDS EXHIBITING A MARE OR GELDING
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  RAVENWOOD THESE CHIPS ARE WICKED
          Owned by RENEE ANDERSON/LESSEE

Class 89 PRODUCE OF DAM
Number in class  1
CHAMPION  DSB BLUE LIGHT SPECIAL
Owned by SHERRY CROWE

Class 91 YOUTH ROADSTER - 12 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  VINTAGE FARMS ONE LAST DANCE
Shown by KINLEY PRITT

RESERVE  MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
Shown by ELLA GRAN

3rd  MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
Shown by AVA LOONEY

Class 92 YOUTH ROADSTER - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
Shown by BELLA WALKER

RESERVE  BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
Shown by EVAN MANNING

Class 93 GET OF SIRE
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       TEN LS DESTINY IN THE BUFF  
               Owned by JOE OR LAURA TENNILL

Class 94 TWO YEAR OLD MARES - OVER 31" TO 33"
Number in class  4

CHAMPION       DVM MY FAVORITE CRUSH  
               Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSELL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE       JSW PRIME TIMES DIXIE ROSE  
               Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

3rd           TEN LS BUFFS BILLIE JEAN  
               Owned by JOE OR LAURA TENNILL

4th           J&LS BELLA ALANA TURNIN ON THE HEAT  
               Owned by LAVONNE OR JAMES REARDON

Class 95 TWO-YEAR-OLD MARES - OVER 29" TO 31"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       TEN LS BUFFS SHES GONE PLATINUM  
               Owned by AMBER HALL
Class 98 YOUTH PLEASURE DRIVING - 7 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  SRF HEIRRISISTABLE
Shown by MORGAN JURY

RESERVE   SOUTHERN CRYSTALS BALMY BREEZE
Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

3rd        DSB BUFFS SABRINA
Shown by ROZLYN SCHICK

Class 99 YEARLING MARES - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  TEN LS SPANK ME FIRST
Owned by DENISE HARDESTY

RESERVE   LOVETT FARMS ZODIACS HIGHCLASS
Owned by DAWN OR JILLIAN LOVETT

3rd        IONA CARMINE ELECTRA
Owned by BONNIE OR GORDON HARRIS

Class 100 YEARLING MARES - OVER 28" TO 30"
Number in class  2
CHAMPION  HOPKINS SURREAL CASSATT
Owned by BRAD OR DEBRA HOPKINS

RESERVE  CHANCES LITTLE WHISTLE BLOWER
Owned by JASON ALT

Class 101 YEARLING MARES - 28" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  TEN LS TRUE LOVE IN THE BUFF
Owned by ROBERT W FARMER

Class 102 WEANLING MARES - OVER 27" TO 30"
Number in class  0

Class 103 WEANLING MARES - 27" & UNDER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  DVM TROU MIA ZAHARA
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE  HILLS PENNIES FROM HEAVEN
Owned by DEBRA OR ERIC WOOLLEY

3rd  JA MINIATURES SCOUTS MAGIC LILLI
Owned by JASON ALT
Class 104 COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING GELDINGS
Number in class 5

CHAMPION CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
Owned by LISA BROSTAD OR BELLA WALKER

RESERVE CLASSIC VIEWS ROCKIN STORM
Owned by KIRBY JONES

3rd OATMEAL ACRES HE WILL DO4U
Owned by ZOE LAURER

4th CEDAR VALLEYS HOT SHOT
Owned by TERRI L OR RICK PAUL

5th VERSATILITY FARMS ON POINT
Owned by PAM BARHORST

Class 107 YOUTH EXHIBITING A JUNIOR MARE - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class 1

CHAMPION TEN LS SPANK ME FIRST
Shown by LOGAN WELLS

Class 109 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - 32” & UNDER
Number in class 10

CHAMPION    SRF HEIRRISISTABLE
            Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

RESERVE     HOPKINS PC PHOEBE
            Owned by SARAH OR LINDA MURRAY

3rd         VERSATILITY FARMS ENERGIZER
            Owned by PAM BARHORST

4th         STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN
            Owned by KELLY OR STEVE LEWIS

5th         TOMF TIME TO PERFECTION
            Owned by DIANNE CONNOLLY

6th         HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
            Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

7th         IONA FARMS FLYING COLORS
            Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

8th         IONA FARMS SUGAR AND SPICE
            Owned by PAM BARHORST

9th         ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
            Owned by AUTUMN NELSON
10th       TIMELESS BREATHELESS DESIRES  
              Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & M DUCHNOWSKI & Y MOONEY

Class 110 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - OVER 32" TO 34"

Number in class  7

CHAMPION      LITTLE KINGS BUCKIN FAMOUS  
              Owned by CLINTON JURY OR KRISTINA SLOBODY

RESERVE      ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU  
              Owned by LINDA OR SARAH MURRAY

3rd          TOP OF THE MEADOW PRIM AND PROPER  
              Owned by DIANNE CONNOLLY OR KRISTINA SLOBODY

4th          HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT  
              Owned by BRANDE RHODES/LESSEE

5th          JSW OPTIMUS PRIME  
              Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

6th          TIMELESS PASSIONATE DESIRES  
              Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & YVETTE MOONEY

7th          LFS SIGNATURES SIMPLY JUSTIFIED  
              Owned by JILLIAN OR DAWN LOVETT OR JAMIE JOINER
Class 112 YOUTH EXHIBITING A JUNIOR GELDING - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class 1

CHAMPION FROST HILL TALK DERBY TO ME
Shown by LOGAN WELLS

Class 114 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITING GELDINGS - 18 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class 2

CHAMPION DSB CHILLIN IN THE BUFF
Shown by RUBY FAULKNER

RESERVE TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

Class 115 GENTLEMENS COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class 3

CHAMPION PHANTOM SCOUT OF CLASSIC VIEW
Owned by SCOTT BURDETT

RESERVE CLASSIC VIEWS PHANTOM SCOUT
Owned by DEBBIE MEEK OR SHERRY CROWE

3rd DOUBLE DIAMONDS INFERNO ATTITUDE
Owned by MATTHEW GEORGE
Class 117 SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS CF
               Owned by MALITTA KNAUT AND KRISTINA SLOBODY

Class 118 GOLDEN SHOWMANSHIP
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI
               Showing JONES 2 GRANDE 2 BOOGIE

Class 119 ADULT SHOWMANSHIP
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       AUTUMN NELSON
               Showing ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT

Class 120 AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP
Number in class  3

CHAMPION       AUTUMN NELSON
               Showing ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT

RESERVE        SARAH MURRAY
Showing HOPKINS PC PHOEBE

3rd ALISHA GREENE
Showing SILVERLININGFARM MR FAHRENHEIT

Class 121 ADULT SPECIAL NEEDS SHOWMANSHIP
Number in class 1

CHAMPION ROY ANDERSON
Showing RAVENWOOD THESE CHIPS ARE WICKED

Class 122 YOUTH COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class 3

CHAMPION VINTAGE FARMS ONE LAST DANCE
Shown by KINLEY PRITT

RESERVE SOUTHERN CRYSTALS BALMY BREEZE
Shown by DIANA GELLER

3rd CLASSIC VIEWS ROCKIN STORM
Shown by LOGAN WELLS

Class 123 YOUTH COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 2
Class 124 WEANLING & YEARLING GELDINGS
Number in class  2

CHAMPION    SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE CKM
            Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE    CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
            Shown by BELLA WALKER

Class 125 TWO-YEAR-OLD GELDINGS
Number in class  5

CHAMPION    JSW MR KINGSLEY
            Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

RESERVE    DVM NEVADAS TROU GRANDE FINALE
            Owned by NICOLE PEARSSALL

3rd    FROST HILL TALK DERBY TO ME
            Owned by SARAH MURRAY/LESSEE
4th        JSW ROYAL CATCH
           Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

5th        ADMIRALS TRILOGY
           Owned by DENISE HARDESTY

Class 126 OPEN ROADSTER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION    TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
           Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE     ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
           Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

3rd         CLARUTHS PHOENIX RISING
           Owned by SONNIE ANDERSON

Class 127 SPECIAL NEEDS DRIVING
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    OCEANSEAST OF EDEN
           Owned by KATHLEEN GREEN OR JENNIFER ZONGHETTI

Class 128 AMATEUR CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 1
Number in class 15
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Animal Name</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Champion</td>
<td>ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU</td>
<td>Shown by SARAH MURRAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT</td>
<td>Shown by BRANDE RHODES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>TOMF DANCING IN THE SPOTLIGHT</td>
<td>Shown by STEPHANIE ABBOTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>CHANCE OF GOLDS REGAL BUFF</td>
<td>Shown by MATTHEW GEORGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION</td>
<td>Shown by ZOE LAURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>JSW ZORROS WINNING COLORS</td>
<td>Shown by PAMELA WEISGERBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>JSW OPTIMUS PRIME</td>
<td>Shown by DAWN HENRICH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>VERSATILITY FARMS ENERGIZER</td>
<td>Shown by PAM BARHORST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA</td>
<td>Shown by MICHELE BRAUNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shown by MONICA LIMONCELLI

Class 129 AMATEUR CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING - LEVEL 2
Number in class 5

CHAMPION  TOMF DANCING IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Shown by PHIL ABBOTT

RESERVE  DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER
Shown by SHERRY CROWE

3rd  IONA FARMS FLYING COLORS
Shown by GORDON HARRIS

4th  AZARIAHS RAGTIME DANCIN IN THE DARK
Shown by JULIE GOOD

5th  REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS
Shown by TODD NAUMAN

Class 130 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR GELDING

REGIONAL

GRAND

CHAMPION  DVM TROU AMERICAN GANGZSTER
Owned by HEATHER OR BLINN SALISBURY OR MORGAN SHELDON
RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU
Owned by LINDA OR SARAH MURRAY

Class 131 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE JUNIOR GELDING

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  DVM TROU AMERICAN GANGZSTER
Owned by HEATHER OR BLINN SALISBURY OR MORGAN SHELDON

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  JSW MR KINGSLEY
Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

Class 132 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SENIOR GELDING

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  BUCKEYE WCF NEON RAINBOW
Owned by S LEE CRUTCHFIELD
RESERVE

GRAND CHAMPION  COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS

Owned by ROGER OR KRISTINA OR WESLEY SLOBODY

Class 133 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE JUNIOR MARE

REGIONAL GRAND CHAMPION  DVM MY FAVORITE CRUSH

Owned by NICOLE & RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION  DVM TROU MIA ZAHARA

Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

Class 134 YOUTH HUNTER - 13-18 YEARS

Number in class  6

CHAMPION  ALOHA BSPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE

Shown by EVAN MANNING

RESERVE  BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY

Shown by EVAN MANNING

3rd  KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS
Shown by EVAN MANNING

4th  TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
     Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

5th  HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
     Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

6th  CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
     Shown by BELLA WALKER

Class 135 YOUTH HUNTER - 12 & UNDER

Number in class  6

CHAMPION  SOUTHERN CRYSTALS BALMY BREEZE
          Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

RESERVE   KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS
          Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

3rd      ALOHA BSPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE
          Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

4th      BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY
          Shown by DIANA GELLER

5th      MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT
          Shown by ELLA GRAN
6th        MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
           Shown by AVA LOONEY

Class 136 AMATEUR HUNTER
Number in class 11

CHAMPION    VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION
           Shown by ZOE LAURER

RESERVE     HOPKINS PC PHOEBE
           Shown by SARAH MURRAY

3rd         STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN
           Shown by KELLY LEWIS

4th         SRF REFLECTION
           Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY

5th         REECES RUSSIAN EMPRESS
           Shown by TODD NAUMAN

6th         JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
           Shown by DAWN HENRICH

7th         TIMELESS GUN HO 2 SHOW
           Shown by FAYE BREWSTER
8th DSB BUFFS SABRINA
Shown by KELLY LEWIS

9th COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS
Shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY

10th ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
Shown by AUTUMN NELSON

Class 137 OPEN HUNTER
Number in class 13

CHAMPION STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN
Owned by KELLY OR STEVE LEWIS

RESERVE COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS
Owned by ROGER OR KRISTINA OR WESLEY SLOBODY

3rd SRF REFLECTION
Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

4th HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

5th TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

6th ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

7th
DSB BUFFS SABRINA
Owned by KELLY LEWIS

8th
IONA EXCALIBUR
Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

9th
OCEANSEAST OF EDEN
Owned by KATHLEEN GREEN OR JENNIFER ZONGHETTI

10th
LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA
Owned by MARYANNE MACK OR HALIEGH MANSFIELD

Class 138 YOUTH SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class 1

CHAMPION
LUCKY TRAILS LOOSE CHANGE
Shown by LOGAN WELLS

Class 140 AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE STALLIONS
Number in class 5

CHAMPION
NMC GENESES VICTORIOUS
Shown by TODD NAUMAN

RESERVE
LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA
Shown by MARYANNE MACK

3rd
TEN LS BUFFS BELLAGIO
Shown by LAURA LICHT

4th
TEN LS ADDICTED TO STARBUFFS
Shown by MICHAEL KNAPP

5th
GRF ROCK YOU LIKE A HURRICANE
Shown by TERRI PAUL

Class 141 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED STOCK-TYPE STALLIONS
Number in class 2

CHAMPION
NMC GENESES VICTORIOUS
Shown by TODD NAUMAN

RESERVE
GRF ROCK YOU LIKE A HURRICANE
Shown by TERRI PAUL

Class 143 AMATEUR SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class 1

CHAMPION
TRECETTAS RICHIES LA BOMBA
Shown by RHONDA PARKER
Class 144 AMATEUR SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 34"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION       JSW MR WHITTMORE
               Shown by JONATHAN WHITT

RESERVE        VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
               Shown by BONNIE HARRIS

Class 145 AMATEUR SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       VERSATILITY FARMS KEVLAR
               Shown by BONNIE HARRIS

Class 147 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED SENIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2
Number in class  1

CHAMPION       CLASSIC VIEWS PHANTOM SCOUT
               Shown by SHANNA CROWE

Class 148 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING GELDINGS
Number in class 13

CHAMPION       ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU
               Owned by LINDA OR SARAH MURRAY
RESERVE
CHANCE OF GOLDS REGAL BUFF
Owned by MATTHEW GEORGE

3rd
COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS
Owned by ROGER OR KRISTINA OR WESLEY SLOBODY

4th
JSW ZORROS WINNING COLORS
Owned by MATTHEW GEORGE OR PAM WEISGERBER

5th
VERMILYEA FARMS SPECIAL EDITION
Owned by ZOE LAURER

6th
IONA FARMS FLYING COLORS
Owned by GORDON OR BONNIE HARRIS

7th
DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER
Owned by SHERRY H CROWE

8th
JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

9th
BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA
Owned by MICHELE BRAUNING

10th
LFS SIGNATURES SIMPLY JUSTIFIED
Owned by JILLIAN OR DAWN LOVETT OR JAMIE JOINER
Class 149 LADIES COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING

Number in class 10

CHAMPION  DSB STORM CHASER
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

RESERVE   CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
Owned by LISA BROSTAD OR BELLA WALKER

3rd       LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA
Owned by MARYANNE MACK OR HALIEGH MANSFIELD

4th       VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS

5th       GANDER HILL CALIFORNIA COVER GIRL
Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & YVETTE MOONEY

6th       TEN LS TOTALLY BUFF
Owned by LAVONNE OR JAMES REARDON

7th       VERSATILITY FARMS ON POINT
Owned by PAM BARHORST

8th       CEDAR VALLEYS HOT SHOT
Owned by TERRI L OR RICK PAUL

9th       GREAT ESCAPES MR IMPRESSIVELY RED
Owned by CAROL GLATFELTER
10th  CLASSIC VIEWS ROCKIN STORM
       Owned by KIRBY JONES

Class 150 YOUTH COSTUME
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
       Shown by AVA LOONEY

Class 151 GENTLEMENS ROADSTER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  VINTAGE FARMS ONE LAST DANCE
       Owned by KINLEY PRITT AND STEPHANIE ABBOTT

Class 152 SENIOR STALLIONS - 28" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION  SRF CAVALIER
       Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

Class 153 SENIOR STALLIONS - OVER 28" TO 30"
Number in class  4
CHAMPION  TRECETTAS RICHIES LA BOMBA
            Owned by RHONDA OR DARRIN PARKER

RESERVE   DESERT REALMS BOOMERANG
            Owned by TONI BALLARD OR LORI LANCASTER

3rd       STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN
            Owned by KELLY OR STEVE LEWIS

4th       VERSATILITY FARMS KEVLAR
            Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS

Class 154 SENIOR STALLIONS - OVER 30" TO 32"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    JSW MR WHITTMORE
            Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

Class 155 SENIOR STALLIONS - OVER 32" TO 34"
Number in class  2

CHAMPION    JSW PRIME TIMES LION HEART
            Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

RESERVE    VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
            Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS
**Class 156 OPEN STOCK-TYPE STALLIONS**

Number in class  8

**CHAMPION**  ALLIANCE BLUE BRAVADO  
Owned by CATHY FATIGATI

**RESERVE**  NMC GENESIS VICTORIOUS  
Owned by TODD OR MELISSA NAUMAN

**3rd**  LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA  
Owned by MARYANNE MACK OR HALIEGH MANSFIELD

**4th**  DSB STORM CHASER  
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

**5th**  TEN LS BUFFS BELLAGIO  
Owned by WILLIAM OR LAURA LICHT

**6th**  TEN LS ADDICTED TO STARBUFFS  
Owned by MIKE OR RENEE KNAPP

**7th**  GRF ROCK YOU LIKE A HURRICANE  
Owned by TERRI L OR RICK PAUL

**8th**  CLARUTHS PHOENIX RISING  
Owned by SONNIE ANDERSON
Class 157 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING MARES

Number in class 9

CHAMPION  TOP OF THE MEADOW PRIM AND PROPER
Owned by DIANNE CONNOLLY OR KRISTINA SLOBODY

RESERVE  HOPKINS PC PHOEBE
Owned by SARAH OR LINDA MURRAY

3rd  HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

4th  INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DANCE
Owned by BRAD OR DEBRA HOPKINS

5th  OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA
Owned by MONICA LIMONCELLI/LESSEE

6th  DSB BUFFS SABRINA
Owned by KELLY LEWIS

7th  IONA FARMS SUGAR AND SPICE
Owned by PAM BARHORST

8th  TIMELESS PASSIONATE DESIRES
Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & YVETTE MOONEY

9th  TIMELESS BREATHELESS DESIRES
Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & M DUCHNOWSKI & Y MOONEY
Class 159 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP - 7 YEARS & UNDER
Number in class 1

CHAMPION CALLIE RICHARDSON
Showing BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY

Class 160 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP - 8-12 YEARS
Number in class 3

CHAMPION DIANA GELLER
Showing BALMY BREEZES AUTUMN BLU SKY

RESERVE AVA LOONEY
Showing MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS

3rd ELLA GRAN
Showing MIM IN THE SPOT LIGHT

Class 161 YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class 2

CHAMPION MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT
Showing TWFS MOONLIGHT PLAYBOY

RESERVE EVAN MANNING
Class 162 YOUTH SPECIAL NEEDS SHOWMANSHIP
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    EVAN MANNING
Showing ALOHA B SPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE

Class 164 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  8

CHAMPION    DOUBLE DIAMONDS INFERNO ATTITUDE
Shown by MATTHEW GEORGE

RESERVE     CLASSIC VIEWS PHANTOM SCOUT
Shown by SHERRY CROWE

3rd         DSB STORM CHASER
Shown by JULIE GOOD

4th         PHANTOM SCOUT OF CLASSIC VIEW
Shown by SCOTT BURDETTE

5th         RF ROCK YOU LIKE A HURRICANE
Shown by TERRI PAUL

6th         TEN LS TOTALLY BUFF
Shown by LAVONNE REARDON

7th  IONA FARMS TOP OF THE LIST
    Shown by BONNIE HARRIS

8th  R BAR CS HES WELL RED
    Shown by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI

Class 165 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLION - LEVEL 1 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION  CBF VALIANT SPICE OF LIFE
    Shown by SCOTT BURDETTTE

RESERVE  TVS BUFFS DESTINED TO RULE
    Shown by BELINDA HARTER

Class 166 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLION - LEVEL 1 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  SILVERLININGFARM MR FAHRENHEIT
    Shown by ALISHA GREENE

RESERVE  J&LS TUFF ENUFF SAM ELLIOT
    Shown by JAMES REARDON

3rd  DSB GIBBZ MAKE MINE A DOUBLE
Class 167 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2 - 30" & UNDER
Number in class  3

CHAMPION      DVM TROU FALCON
Shown by ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE       JSW HEY BIG SPENDER
Shown by JONATHAN WHITT

3rd           FALLEN ASH EAGLES BAFFERT
Shown by MALLORY GRAYSON

Class 168 AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2 - OVER 30" TO 33"
Number in class  3

CHAMPION      DVM TROULY THE REAL DEAL
Shown by RICHARD PEARSALL

RESERVE       JSW SWEET TALKING GUY
Shown by JONATHAN WHITT

3rd           IONA FARMS CHECK LIST
Shown by GORDON HARRIS
Class 169 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 1

Number in class  3

CHAMPION       SILVERLININGFARM MR FAHRENHEIT
               Shown by ALISHA GREENE

RESERVE        J&LS TUFF ENUFF SAM ELLIOT
               Shown by JAMES REARDON

3rd            DSB GIBBZ MAKE MINE A DOUBLE
               Shown by LISA DEBORD

Class 170 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED JUNIOR STALLIONS - LEVEL 2

Number in class  2

CHAMPION       WINNING STREAKS SHOT OF LEGACY
               Shown by DAWN HENRICH

RESERVE        IONA FARMS CHECK LIST
               Shown by GORDON HARRIS

Class 173 CARRIAGE REINSMANSHIP (NON-RATED)

Number in class  6

CHAMPION       SRF REFLECTION
               Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY
RESERVE  ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT  
Owned by AUTUMN NELSON  

3rd  VERMILYEA FARMS MISTER HOLLYWOOD  
Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD OR AUSTIN GOOD  

4th  R BAR CS HES WELL RED  
Owned by MARTHA DUCHNOWSKI OR LYNN GULLEDGE OR Y MOONEY  

5th  TIMELESS PASSIONATE DESIRES  
Owned by LYNN GULLEDGE-FATALE & YVETTE MOONEY  

6th  VERSATILITY FARMS ENERGIZER  
Owned by PAM BARHORST  

Class 174 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR GELDING - 7 YEARS & UNDER  
Number in class 2  

CHAMPION  COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS  
Shown by MORGAN JURY  

RESERVE  KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS  
Shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON  

Class 175 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR GELDING - 8-12 YEARS  
Number in class 1
CHAMPION  BUCKEYE WCF NEON RAINBOW  
Shown by LOGAN WELLS

Class 176 YOUTH EXHIBITING A SENIOR GELDING - 13-18 YEARS
Number in class  3

CHAMPION  KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS  
Shown by EVAN MANNING

RESERVE  DSB CHILLIN IN THE BUFF  
Shown by RUBY FAULKNER

3rd  BEAR BRANCH WARPAINT FEATHER  
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

Class 177 YOUTH STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS
Number in class  4

CHAMPION  BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA  
Shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

RESERVE  CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING  
Shown by BELLA WALKER

3rd  CLASSIC VIEWS ROCKIN STORM  
Shown by LOGAN WELLS
4th        MEG MS PRINCE LOUIS
            Shown by AVA LOONEY

Class 178 ANTIQUE VEHICLE
Number in class 1

CHAMPION    ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
            Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

Class 179 CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING STALLIONS
Number in class 1

CHAMPION    TEN LS ADDICTED TO STARBUFFS
            Owned by MIKE OR RENEE KNAPP

Class 180 VERSATILITY
Number in class 5

CHAMPION    JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
            Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

RESERVE     HLL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY
            Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

3rd        VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
            Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS
4th        HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT
          Owned by BRANDE RHODES/LESSEE

5th        ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
          Owned by AUTUMN NELSON

Class 181 TWO-YEAR-OLD STALLIONS - OVER 31" TO 33"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    J&LS TUFF ENUFF SAM ELLIOT
            Owned by LAVONNE OR JAMES REARDON

Class 182 TWO-YEAR-OLD STALLIONS - OVER 29" TO 31"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    TEN LS BUFFS GOLD MEDALLION
            Owned by GARY OR TERRI WEBER

Results for Class 184 YOUTH OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    VINTAGE FARMS ONE LAST DANCE
            Shown by KINLEY PRITT
Class 185 YEARLING STALLIONS - OVER 30" TO 32"

Number in class  4

CHAMPION       DVM TROULY THE REAL DEAL
    Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE        JSW SWEET TALKING GUY
    Owned by JONATHAN WHITT

3rd            TEN LS LOOKIN GOOD IN THE BUFF
    Owned by KERRI OR MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

4th            IONA FARMS CHECK LIST
    Owned by BONNIE OR GORDON HARRIS

Class 186 YEARLING STALLIONS - OVER 28" TO 30"

Number in class  2

CHAMPION       CBF VALIANT SPICE OF LIFE
    Owned by PHILLIP OR STEPHANIE ABBOTT

RESERVE        JSW LITTLE BIG TIME
    Owned by JONATHAN W WHITT

Class 187 YEARLING STALLIONS - 28" & UNDER

Number in class  3
CHAMPION    TVS BUFFS DESTINED TO RULE
Owned by ROB OR BELINDA HARTER

RESERVE F    ALLEN ASH EAGLES BAFFERT
Owned by DEBBIE GRAYSON

3rd          JSW HEY BIG SPENDER
Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

Class 188 WEANLING STALLIONS - OVER 27" TO 30"
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    DVM TROU FALCON
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSELL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

Class 189 WEANLING STALLIONS - 27" & UNDER
Number in class  1

CHAMPION    DVM TROULY A LEVEL UP
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSELL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

Class 190 AMATEUR OWNED TRAINED & EXHIBITED ROADSTER
Number in class  2

CHAMPION    DSB ZORROS I DOUBLEDARE YA
Shown by SHERRY CROWE

RESERVE ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
Shown by AUTUMN NELSON

Class 191 SOLID COLOR STALLIONS & GELDINGS
Number in class 10

CHAMPION NMC GENESES VICTORIOUS
Owned by TODD OR MELISSA NAUMAN

RESERVE TRECETTAS RICHIES LA BOMBA
Owned by RHONDA OR DARRIN PARKER

3rd TEN LS BUFFS BELLAGIO
Owned by WILLIAM OR LAURA LICHT

4th SRF CAVALIER
Owned by ROGER T SLOBODY

5th TEN LS BUFFS GOLD MEDALLION
Owned by GARY OR TERRI WEBER

6th DSB ZORROS I DOUBLEDARE YA
Owned by DEBBIE OR ANDY MEEK

7th BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA
Owned by MICHELE BRAUNING
8th  VERSATILITY FARMS KEVLAR
     Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS

9th  J&LS TUFF ENUFF SAM ELLIOT
     Owned by LAVONNE OR JAMES REARDON

10th CLARUTHS PHOENIX RISING
     Owned by SONNIE ANDERSON

Class 192 MULTI-COLOR STALLIONS & GELDINGS
Number in class 5

CHAMPION  DSB STORM CHASER
     Owned by JULIE ANN GOOD

RESERVE  SILVERLININGFARM MR FAHRENHEIT
     Owned by ALISHA GREENE

3rd  JSW OPTIMUS PRIME
     Owned by DAWN M HENRICH

4th  VERSATILITY FARMS PAINTED DESERT
     Owned by ASHLEY HARRIS

5th  ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT
     Owned by AUTUMN NELSON
Class 193 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  CARRERA HILLS DESERT ROSE
Owned by ZOE LAURER

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  NMC GENESES VICTORIOUS
Owned by TODD OR MELISSA NAUMAN

Class 194 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS CF
Owned by MALITTA KNAUT AND KRISTNA SLOBODY

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION CENTURY FARMS BEAUX BAILEY
Owned by STEVE OR PAMELA AVANS

195 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE AMATEUR STALLION
REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION    DVM TROULY THE REAL DEAL
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION    DVM TROU FALCON
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

Class 196 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE ROADSTER

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION    FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS CF
Owned by MALITTA KNAUT AND KRISTINA SLOBODY

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION    CD PARTNERS A SILENT BLESSING
Owned by LISA BROSTAD & BELLA WALKER

Class 197 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE SENIOR STALLION
REGIONAL

GRAND

CHAMPION  TRECETTAS RICHIES LA BOMBA

Owned by RHONDA OR DARRIN PARKER

RESERVE

GRAND

CHAMPION  JSW MR WHITTMORE

 Owned by JONATHAN S WHITT

198 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE OPEN STOCK-TYPE

REGIONAL

GRAND

CHAMPION  ALLIANCE BLUE BRAVADO

Owned by CATHY FATIGATI

RESERVE

GRAND

CHAMPION  CARRERA HILLS DESERT ROSE

Owned by ZOE LAURER

Class 199 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT
Owned by BRANDE RHODES/LESSEE

RESERVE
CHAMPION  CHANCE OF GOLDS REGAL BUFF
Owned by MATTHEW GEORGE

Class 200 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE JUNIOR STALLION

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  DVM TROULY THE REAL DEAL
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

RESERVE
GRAND
CHAMPION  DVM TROU FALCON
Owned by NICOLE OR RICHARD PEARSALL OR ELAINE BUCHANAN

Class 201 GRAND CHAMPION & RESERVE COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING

REGIONAL
GRAND
CHAMPION  SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE CKM
Owned by CLINTON JURY OR KRISTINA SLOBODY
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION
CLASSIC VIEWS ROCKIN STORM
Owned by KIRBY JONES & KRISTINA SLOBODY